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The posltlve but unknow coefficient a(y) m the partial differential equation 
a(y) E%/ax2 + a/ay(a(y) au/ay) = 0 m 0 < x, y < 1 IS determmed from 
a mixture of Dirlchlet and Neumann data together with the additional specifica- 
tlon of the “flux”: a(y) &/8x(0, y) = g(y). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the problem of determining the positive but unknown function 
a(y) and an unknown function u(x, y) which satisfy 
(i) 4Y)h + (4~)fh = 0, o<x, y<l, 
(ii) u~(x, 0) = 0, t$(x, 1) = 0, 0 <s < 1, 
(iii) u(0, y) = 0, U(LY) = 1, O<y<l, 
(1.1) 
(3 4r) do9 Y) = s(y), O<Y<l, 
where g(y) denotes a positive, real valued function. This problem could 
arise, for instance, in considering the steady state heat flow in a two dimen- 
sional rectangular medium for which the conductivity u(y), varies in the 
direction of one of the sides. Such media are readily formed by hot rolling 
several different metals together. 
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In (1.1) and throughout the rest of this paper we use the following notation 
for partial differentiation 
U. = b/ax, U, = aulay, u,, = a2ulax2, etc. 
The problem (1.1) has a unique and rather simple solution u(x, y) = X, 
u(y) = g(y). However, the conditions (l.l)(ii) are unrealistic in the sense 
that in a real experiment they could not be maintained with any accuracy. 
We are led then to consider the following perturbed problem of finding 
a positive but unknown function a = a(y) and an unknown function w(x, y) 
such that 
(9 4Ybar + Mr>~~)~ = 0, o<x, y<l, 
(ii) a(O) w,(x, 0) = 4k4, 4) wy(x, 1) = 4(x), O<x<l, 
(iii) w(0, y) = 0, W&Y) = 1, O<y<l, (1.2) 
(iv> 49 MJY) = NY)- 
Here h(y) denotes a positive real valued function and B&x), 0,(x) denote 
the perturbing functions which are, in some sense, smooth and small. 
We shall show that the problem (1.2) has a unique solution for sufficiently 
small perturbations 0,) 0, by means of a fixed point argument. The solution 
is then shown to depend continuously in the data and additional regularity 
results are derived. 
Similar problems have been considered in [l , 21. 
2. THE WEAK SOLUTION OF THE BOIJNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We shall begin by defining an admissible class for our data: 
DEFINITION 2.1. The functions h, 0, , 0, will be said to form a smooth 
data set [for (1.2)] if 
(a) tr E H,(O, 1) is positive. 
(b) 0, , 0, E H,(O, 1) with 
ei(o) = e,(i) = 0 i = 0, 1. 
e;(o) = e:(l) = 0 
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Here, and throughout the rest of the paper, we are using the notation, 
L,(O, 1)-real valued, measurable functions which are square integrable 
on (0, 1). 
H,(O, 1)-real valued measurable functions, which together with their 
generalized derivatives of order <p, are in L,(O, 1). (p = finite, 
positive integer). 
The norms in these spaces will be denoted, respectively, by 1~ ijL,(O,l) and 
I/ lIH,(,,r) . We shall also use the notation 
Q = {(qy): 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1; 
P(Q)-real valued, continuous functions in Q having continuous first 
partials. 
L,(O, 1)-real valued, measurable functions on (0, 1) which are essentially 
bounded. 
A-those functions in L,(O, 1) w IC are bounded below (essentially) h’ h 
and positive. 
Now suppose that V(X, y) denotes a functron satisfying (1.2) and that 
w(x, y) = v(x, y) - x, o<x, y<l. (2-l) 
Then w(x, y) is a solution of the reduced problem 
6) 4y)wzz + (4r)wv), = 0, o<x, y<l, 
(ii) a(O) w&, 0) = 4&), a( 1) w,(x, 1) = e,(x), O<X<l, 
(iii) w(0, y) = 0, w&y) = 0, O<y<l, (2.2) 
(iv) 4yN.l + w5(0,Y)1 = U), O<y<l. 
Given a E A let z(x, y) denote a solution of (2.2)(i), (ri), and (iii). For 
convenience, we shall say then that z(x,y) is a solution of (2.2)‘, and we 
shall often indicate the dependence of the solution z on a E A by writing 
z == z(x, y; a). 
Standard arguments imply the existence of a unique weak solution for 
(2.2)’ which we shall denote by Z&X, y). We can represent 2, as 
(2.3) 
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where 
Ck = 2 
I 
’ e,(x) sin Lx dx, 
0 
(2.4; 
dk = 2 
s 
1 e,(x) sin R’IFX dx 
0 
and where CL~(~), &(y) denote, respectively, weak solutions of [3] 
(i) (a(r) ok’)’ - a(y)&)* ak(y) = 0, clkl(O) = 1, 41) = 0, 
(2.5) 
(4 (a(r>Pkl(Y))’ - 4y)(W28k(Y) = 0, BkW = 0, BkV) = 1. 
3. PROPERTIES OF THE WEAK SOLUTION 
We continue to assume in this section that a E A. 
LEMMA 3.1. For a E A and k a positive integer, let Q(Y), pk( y) denote 
weak solutions of (2.5). Then 
II ak IIH~(~.~) d 2/infay II Pk IIH,(o.I) G 2bf a. (3.1) 
In addition to the norm bounds on the weak solutions of (2.5), we can 
prove the following pointwise bounds. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let a(y), k, c+, fiabeasinLemma3.1. Then,forO<y < 1 
I dy)I < Wf a, I8kb)i G Wnfa. (3.2) 
The elementary proofs of these lemmas are omitted. 
Suppose now q(y), aa denote two elements in A and, for k a positive 
integer, orkz(y), fifii(y) i = 1, 2 denote the weak solutions of (2.5) corre- 
sponding to a = a, , a = a2 . Then let 
MY) = al(Y) - a*(r), 
dolk(Y) = akl(Y) - ak2(Y), 
Abk(Y) = pk’(Y) - ~k2(Y)* 
LEMMA 3.3. For a,(y), k, akz, Pk2 (i = 1, 2) a.~ stated, 
II ~~~IIH~(~.~) < (2k4infal)2 SUP I da 0 
II 4% IIH~(~.I) G PdinfaA2 SUP I Aa I- 
(3.3) 
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Now suppose h, &, , 8, form a smooth data set in the sense of Defini- 
tion 2.1. Then repeated integration by parts, applied to (2.4) establishes 
the following results. 
(a) If 8, E z&(0, 1) (i = 0, 1) with e,(O) = f+(l) = 0, then 
(b) If 8, E H,(O, 1) (i = 0, 1) with e,(o) = e,(l) = 0 and 
then 
e:(o) = e:(i) = 0 (3.4) 
Now recalling (2.3), we can write 
and 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose u(y), k, ozk(y), fllc(y) are as in Lemma 3.1. Suppose 
also that 6, E &(O, 1) with e,(O) = c?,( 1) = 0 (i = 0, 1). Then for 2, given 
by (2.3) we have 
I %G(O, Y)I d 6bf 4 4 I~H~(o.I) + II 4 ll~~(~.d (3.6) 
LEMMA 3.5. Let a,(y), k, ali*( jlr(y) (i = 1, 2) be as in Lemma 3.3. 
Suppose e, E H,(o, 1) (i = 0, 1) with e,(o) = e,(i) = 0 and e:(o) = e:(i) = 0. 
Then if ZO(x, y; a,) denotes the weak solution of (2.2)’ corresponding to a = a, 
(i = 1, 2), we have 
I G(Q r)l < Winfal>2(ll 4 IIH~w + II 4 ll~~k~d SUP IAZ I7 (3.9 
where 
d-&(0, Y) = &G(O, Y; 4 - UW, y; 4. 
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4. FIXED POINT THEOREMS 
Let h, 0, , 0, denote a smooth data set for (1.1) and define 
h* = *f;$ NY), h* = $Pr, h(y)* 
We define the following subset of A, 
U = {+ E A: ih, < q%(y) < 2h* a.e. 0 < y < I} 
and use this to state precisely what is meant by “a solution for (1.2).” 
DEFINITION 4.1. The function u(y), w(x,y) are said to comprise a 
solution for (1.2) corresponding to the smooth data set h, 8, , 8, if 
(4 UE u, 
(b) e(x, y) = x + Z&x, y; a), 
(4 a(r) %(O, Y) = h(Y), 
where Z&x, y; a) is as described above. 
Now define the mapping, 
WY) = h(Y)l[l + WcaY; 41 UE u (4.1) 
Then we can prove Lemma 4.1. 
LEMMA 4.1. If the smooth data set h, 0, , fll sut@es the condition 
II 4 II~,(~.~) + II4 II~~(~.~) G k+m, 
then T maps U into itself. 
Proof. If a E U then inf a 3 hh, and (3.6) implies 
(4.2) 
I vi(o,~; 41 G uwm 4 II~~(~,~) + II 4 i~~~~~.d. (4.3) 
Then (4.2) implies I aJ,,(O, y; a)1 < 3 and the result then follows from (4.1). 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose h, 0,) 0, is a smooth data set satisfying (4.2) and, 
for somejnite constant Ml > 0, 
Then T maps U continuously, (in the L,(O, 1) topology), into a compact, 
convex subset of itself. 
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Proof. Let a, , ~~ denote arbitrary elements of u. Then, using (4.1) 
we write 
MY) ~-w-k Y) 
Tul(y) - TQz(y) = [l + aJo@, y; a,)][1 + i?zo(o, y; f$)] ’ ’ < ’ i I’ 
where 
We combine (4.2) (4.3) and (3.8) to obtain 
sup I Ta, - Ta, I d 64h*lb2(ll 00 lI~~(o.1) + II 4 l’q(o.d sup I da I, (4.5) 
where 
dQ(Y) = QdY) - a,(Y), 
and we recall that sup here really means ess sup. Now, since (4.2) holds, 
Lemma 4.1 implies T maps U into itself, and it follows from (4.4) and 
(4.5) that the mapping is continuous for the L,(O, 1) topology. 
It is clear that T[U] is convex. As it is uniformly bounded, it follows 
from a generalization of Arzela’s theorem that T[U] is compact if it is 
equicontinuous. To prove equicontinuity, choose yi , y2 arbitrary points in 
(0, 1) and for arbitrary a E U write 
Tu( yl) _ Tu(y,) = 1 :‘;boh(jh~ Q> f h(Y2)[a&(0y Yl) - ‘3doy 341 
, 0 % 29 [l + ~zJo(o~Y,N[l + ~Joe-tYz)l* 
Then it follows that 
I TQ(~,) - Ta(y,)l d 2 I I - h(Y,)l + 4h* 1 ~~o(O> YI) - ad-o@ Y2b 
From (2.3) we derive the result 
I u-0(09 Yd - u-o&A r2)l 
< jfl 4 Ck I I 4Yl) - 4Y2)l + I 4 I I BdYl) - MY2)ll~ 
and since the 0~~ , pk as well as h are H,(O, 1) functions (and therefore Holder 
continuous with exponent +), we have from (3.4) and Lemma 3.1, 
- Y2 v2, I %zo(O, YJ - &Jo@, 372)l G 16h*/k+ I ~1 - 
and finally, 
I TQ(Y,) - 7W72)l G Qll ~ll~,co.~, + 16h*lkJ I Yl - Y2 v2. 
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This establishes that T[Uj is equicontinuous and hence compact, finishing 
the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose h, f$, 0, is u smooth data set sutisfj&zg (4.2) and 
(4.4). If 
Ml < hS2/64h*, (4.6) 
then T is a contraction. 
Proof. Follows immediately from (4.5). 
We can now state the main theorem of this paper. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose h, I$,, 8, is a smooth data set for (1 .l). If the 
data sati$es (4.2) and (4.4) then there exists a solution (a, w) for (1.2) in the 
sense of Definition 4.1. If, in addition, (4.6) is satisfied, then the solution is 
unique. 
Proof. If the data satisfies (4.2) and (4.4) then Lemma 4.2 implies via 
the Schauder fixed point theorem that there exists an a(y) E U such that 
a(y) = Ta(y). Then this a, together with w(x, y) = x + Z&x, y; a) form 
a solution for (1.2) in the sense of Definition 4.1. If (4.6) holds then T is a 
contraction by Lemma 4.3 and, as such, has a unique fixed point a(y) E U. 
This a, together with V(X, y) = x + .&(x, y; a) then form the unique 
solution for (1.2). 
5. STABILITY 
Elementary considerations yield the following result. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose h, 0, , 0, and h, &, , 8, are two smooth data 
sets for (1.1) satisfring (4.2), (4.4) and (4.6). Then there exists a constant M, 
depending boundedly on the data such that 
Here (a, v) and (Z, ~5) denote the solutions of (1.2) which correspond, respectively, 
to the data h, 0,) 0, and h, I$, , #I . 
6. REGULARITY OF a(y) 
Having established the existence of a function a(y) E&JO, 1) which, 
together with er(x, y; (I), forms a solution for (1.2) we can prove Proposi- 
tion 6.1. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. Let h, B,, , 8, denote a smooth data set for (1.1) satisfying 
(4.2) and (4.4). Then there exists a fixed point a(y) E U for the mapping T 
and moreowu, a(y) E H,(O, 1). 
7. CLASSICAL APPROACH 
It should be mentioned that a continuously differentiable a(y) can be 
obtamed from data that is smooth in the classical sense. The arguments 
are modifications of those above. 
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